
The Run-up to the Wannsee Conference

The Decision for Mass Murder



Murderous Experiments in Auschwitz

 Rudolf Höss

 Retaliation for prison escapees = starvation for 10

 Block 11





Widening of the War

 22 June 1941 = Operation Barbarossa

 28 July 1941 = special commission @ Auschwitz

 August 1941 = first experiments @ Auschwitz



Where is Hitler’s Order?

 No signed order found

 Unlikely that one ever will be . . .

 Most agree: decision to kill all European Jews was made by 

October 1941



Desperation or Euphoria?

 Two-stage process:

 1.  Mid-July = decision to kill all Soviet Jews

 Euphoria of initial victory!

 Mid-September 1941 = Wehrmacht is moving in on Moscow

 2.  Fall 1941 = decision to kill all Jews

 Potential decisive victory @ Moscow!

 Battle of Moscow (October 1941 – January 1942)



Göring’s Authorization of Heydrich

 31 July 1941 = letter from Göring to Heydrich:

 Charged “with making all necessary preparations with regard to 

organizational, technical and material matters for bringing 

about a complete solution of the Jewish question”

 Formed legal basis for Heydrich’s authority

 Still planning!

 Laid groundwork for Wannsee Conference



Eichmann’s Knowledge?

 Late August 1941 = aware of planning

 Since August 1940, denying requests for emigration

 “in view of the imminent Final Solution”

 1941 = “now in preparation”



Eichmann Visits Auschwitz

 Höss’s testimony: Eichmann visited in August 1941

 Decision to use Auschwitz to help “Final Solution”

 Decision to liquidate Europe’s Jews

 Auschwitz = “easy access by rail” and “offered space for 

measures ensuring isolation”

 Shooting Jews = impractical

 Use of gas

 Use of the “White House” @ Auschwitz





Zyklon B

 August 1941 = Karl Fritzsch was first to use Zyklon B on 

prisoners

 Fritzsch was a big fan of “immurement”







Zyklon B

 August 1941 = Karl Fritzsch was first to use Zyklon B on 

prisoners

 Fritzsch was a big fan of “immurement”

 the case of Maximilian Kolbe

 16 September 1941 = 900 Soviet POWs                                                  

gassed



The Net Closes . . .

 15 October 1941 = deportation of German Jews to the east

 18 October 1941 = Himmler bans emigration of German Jews

 October 1941 = Chelmno and Belzec selected as death camps



Himmler’s Initiative

 18 November 1941 = Himmer to Alfred Rosenberg:

 “In the east some 6 million Jews are still alive, and this question 

can only be solved through the biological eradication of the 

entire Jewry of Europe.”

 24 November 1941 = Himmler to Wilhelm Stuckart:

 Killing of Jews was “taking place on the highest orders”



Wannsee Conference

 Purpose = coordinate all gov’t ministries and depts. involved

 Also, to make clear Heydrich’s leadership

 9 December 1941?

 Rescheduled

 Wannsee Conference =                                                               

20 January 1942



Surviving Minutes . . .

 Heydrich charts 11,000,000 Jews in Europe:

 England = 330,000

 Ireland = 4000

 Switzerland = 18,000

 Soviet Union = 5,000,000

 Ukraine = 2,994,684



Surviving Minutes . . .

 Heydrich:

 “In the course of the Final Solution, Jews fit to work will work 

their way eastward constructing roads.  Doubtless the large 

majority will be eliminated by natural causes.  Any final 

remnant that survives will doubtless consist of the most 

resistant element.  They will have to be dealt with appropriately 

because otherwise, by natural selection, they would form the 

germ cell of a new Jewish revival.”



Reservations at Wannsee

 Interior Ministry & the problem of Mischlinge

 4-Year-Plan Dept. & the problem of Jewish labor

 General Government wants to be first . . .





Reservations at Wannsee

 Interior Ministry & the problem of Mischlinge

 4-Year-Plan Dept. & the problem of Jewish labor

 General Government wants to be first . . .

 Wants its 2,500,000 Jews liquidated

 Coordinator for “Final Solution” = Heydrich



Summary

 No ‘one moment’ of decision for the Holocaust

 Decision and timing were incremental

 Wehrmacht’s military success in USSR led to clear path for 

the Holocaust

 Fall 1941 = senior officials brought in on the “Final Solution”


